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NON-REFEREED JOURNALS

PEER-REVIEWED/REFEREED JOURNALS


Pratt, W. and Belloit, J. D. (2014). Hospital Costs and Profitability Related to the PPACA. Journal of Hospital Administration, 3, 100-106.


**PAPER PRESENTATIONS/PANEL PRESENTATIONS/PAPER DISCUSSANTS**


REFEEREED PAPER PRESENTATIONS


Applegate House, R. R. (March 2014) ‘I Don’t Think We’re in Kansas Anymore’: Writing Center Theory at Play. East Central Writing Center Association Conference. Miami, OH.


Barboza, G. A. (December 2014) I will pay it tomorrow, or maybe the day after . . . . XXIII International Rome Conference on Money, Banking and Finance. Tor Vergata, Rome, Italy.


**POSTER PRESENTATIONS**


**REFEREED PROCEEDINGS**


**BOOK CHAPTERS**


BOOKS


CONTRIBUTION TO PRACTICE

Roth, K. J., PREP. Northwest Pennsylvania Partnership for Regional Economic Performance, Technical Proposal submitted to the Pennsylvania Department of Community and Economic Development, Document for Regional Collaboration

Roth, K. J., PREP Special Initiative - North Central Region. Workforce/Youth Entrepreneurship

Roth, K. J., PREP Special Initiative - Northwest Region. Workforce/Economic Development Alignment

ENCYCLOPEDIA ENTRIES


REVIEWS/EDITORSHIPS


**OTHER PUBLICATIONS**

Roth, K. J. PREP. North Central Pennsylvania Partnership for Regional Economic Performance, Technical Proposal submitted to the Pennsylvania Department of Community and Economic Development, Document for Regional Collaboration

**ABSTRACTS**

**SPECIAL AWARDS/NOMINATIONS/HONORS/PROFESSIONAL SERVICE**


Olivas-Lujan, M. R. (September 2014). *Assessing Students’ Capabilities and Progress: A Longitudinal Project*. Faculty and student Research Series. College of Business Administration and Information Sciences (COBIAS), Clarion University of Pennsylvania, Clarion, PA.


**RESEARCH/GRANTS**

Applegate House, R. University-Wide Grant. “2015 College English Association Conference and NW Writing Center Conference.

Aristeguieta-Trillos, S. University-Wide Grant. “2015 ALISE Conference.”

Baldó, Carlos and Olivas-Lujan, M. R. (2014). Ph.D. Candidate from Universidad Pablo de Olavide, Seville, Spain. Prof. Olivas-Luján serves as external advisor to doctoral candidate who has joined the Management & Marketing department as adjunct faculty in 2014-15

Balough, R. Community Fellows Grant. “Clarion County Aviation Handbook”

Barboza, G. A. COBAIS-Summer Research Grant. Title: "Corporate Social Responsibility & Consumers' preferences: Redefining Firm's Strategy".

Brush, D. Community Fellows Grant. “Leadership Weekend for Scouts.”

Buchanan, M. Community Fellows Grant. “Local History Room Improvement Project.”

Chambers, L. University-Wide Grant. “Present at National Conference on First Year Experience.” Dallas, TX.

Chen, N. University-Wide Grant. The Impact of Belief in Luck on Corporate Entrepreneurial Intentions.


Clark, R. University-Wide Grant. “2015 ALISE Conference.”

Ha, Y. University-Wide Grant. “2015 ALISE Conference.”

Colvin-Woodruff, K. Community Fellows Grant. “Marienville Historic Mural.”
Hampikian, H. University-Wide Grant. “NEAAHP Bi-Annual Meeting.”

Jackson, B. Community Fellows Grant. “Totes for Tots.”

Keth, A. Community Fellows Grant. “Completion of Indoor Amphibian Waterfall Exhibit at the C-L Amphibian Research Center (CLARC).”

Kim, Y. Community Fellows Grant. “Clarion County YMCA Riversharks Youth Swimming Program.”

Kim, Y. University-Wide Grant. “TASH International Conference.”

Klenowski, P. Needs assessment, programmatic research, and curriculum creations for inaugural Bachelor of Science in Criminal Justice Administration Degree.

Lane, R. University-Wide Grant. “Present at National Conference on First year Experience.” Dallas, TX.

Legum, Benjamin. The International Group, Inc. ($20,000). July 8 to December 31, 2014.


Lillard, L. University-Wide Grant. “2015 ALISE Conference.”


McIntyre, K. Community Fellows Grant. “Clarion University GS:262 Services Learning Project: Walk a Mile in Her Shoes.”


Olivas-Lujan, M. R. Summer Research Award, Principal Investigator, College of Business Administration & Information Sciences.


Regester, K. Community Fellows Grant. “Improving the Scientific and Educational Value of the Avian Collections in the Clarion University Zoological Museum, A Unique Community Resource.”

Roth, K. Community Fellows Grant. “Strategic Planning for Pinecrest.”


Scott, C. University-Wide Grant. “NEAAHP Bi-Annual Meeting.”


Trejos, S. R. Presentation at the Seventh Global Studies Conference in China. ($1,000). University-Wide Faculty Professional Development. (Unable to attend.)


Trejos, S. R. (2014). Faculty Sponsor, Undergraduate Research Grant. Student: Emily Schierberl.
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